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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let k be a field of characteristic p (>O) and N a finite subgroup of GL( V), 
where V is a finite dimensional vector space over k. Then N acts naturally 
on the symmetric algebra k[ V] of I’. We denote by k[ V]” the subring 
consisting of all invariant polynomials in k[ V] under this action of N. In this 
paper we will study the following problem. 
Problem. When is k[ I’]” a hypersurface? 
Klein (cf. (41) classified finite subgroups N of Z,(C) (C denotes the 
complex number field) and computed invariants of N (i.e., C[X,, XZIN are 
always hypersurfaces). Recently Watanabe (cf. [lo]) has determined finite 
subgroups N of AC,(C) which satisfy that C [X,, X,, X,]s are hyper- 
surfaces. He has also determined all finite abelian subgroups N of GL,(C) 
such that C[X,, X, ,..., X,,lz” are hypersurfaces (cf. [IO]). On the other hand 
Ellingsrud and S!cjelbred (cf. [2]) h ave computed the depth of k[ V]” for any 
cyclic p-group N (p > 0). In this case their result implies that k[ V]” is a 
hypersurface if and only if dim V’ + 2 > dim Y (N is a cyclic p-group). 
Now let G be a finite subgroup of GL(V) generated by pseudo-reflections 
(an element u E GL( V) is said to be a pseudo-reflection if dim(o - 1) V ,< 1) 
and let H be a normal subgroup of G such that G/H is abelian. Suppose that 
(1 G ] , p) = 1 if p + 0. The purpose of this paper is to determine H completely 
such that k[r]” is a hypersurface. Stanley (cf. [7]) has considered this 
situatiw under the additional hypothesis that k = C and has showed that if 
H = Gn SL( v) and the index [G: H] is a prime number then k[ V]” is a 
hypersurface. 
Our main results are as follows: 
I (THEOREM 4.2). The following statements on H are equivalent: 
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( 1) k[ V]” is a hypersurface. 
(2) There is a subgroup I? of G generated 6)) pseudo-reflections such 
that H = Ker x. sj(xj < sjki), if (i. [I? : H]) = 1, for som_e linear character x 
of l? and ej(I?) = [H: H] ej(H) for all 1 <j < r with ej(H) # ej(H). 
II (COROLLARY 4.3). If H contains no pseudo-reflections. then the 
following statements on H are equivalent: 
( 1) k[ V]” is a hypersurface. 
(2) There is a subgroup fi of G generated bv pseudo-reflections such 
that H = fin SL( V) and the orders of pseudo-reflections in f7 are equal to 
the index [I?: H]. 
Throughout this paper we will preserve the notation defined in Section 2. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let R be the symmetric algebra of an n-dimensional vector space V over k 
and let G be a fixed finite subgroup of GL( V). We assume that (] GI, p) = 1 
if p > 0. For any subgroup N of G we adopt the following terminology and 
notation: A subspace U of V with codimension one is said to be a reflecting 
hyperplane relative to N if V’(O) = U for some element u of N. Let 
(Ui( 1 <i<r] 
be the set of all reflecting hyperplanes relative to G and put 
-;3;: = (u E G 1 VcO’ 2 Ui}. 
Then ,T n N is a cyclic group of order e,(N). The integers e,(N) with 
e;(N) > 1 are called orders of pseudo-reflections in N. Further we say that Ui 
and Uj are equivalent each other relative to N (in this case we write Uiz.,Uj) 
if Ui is conjugate to Uj under the natural action of N. Exchanging the indices 
of reflecting hyperplanes, we may assume that 
ic’ ,r-**r urni 
is the set consisting of all inequivalent reflecting hyperplanes relati\%to G. 
Choose Li E V with Li 65 Ui such that kL, is q-stable. For a linear character 
x of N let 
s,(N, x) = min{a E B\1  x(a) = [det 01” (a E cq n N)} (1 <i<r), 
SW, x) = (s,(N, XL.., s,W, x)h 
~upp(N.x)= (iI l<i<r,si(N,X)#O) 
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and 
where N is the set of all non-negative integers. Further let q denote the set 
(fE R 1 a(f) = of for all u E NJ, 
whose elements are known as x-invariants of N (relative invariants or 
invariants of N relative to x). The ring R” of invariants is regarded as a 
graded subalgebra of R. Clearly RT is a finitely generated graded R”-module. 
THEOREM 2.1 (cf. [5, 71). The following statements on a linear character 
x of N are equivalent: 
( 1) R,i is a graded free R’“-module of rank one. 
(2) f,(N) is a x-invariant. 
If conditions (1) and (2) are satiszed, we have R’: = R”fz(N). 
The following result, which was essentially proved in Watanabe [8,9], is 
important in the proof of our results. 
THEOREM 2.2 (cf. 13, 8, 91). The canonical module K,,V of R.’ is 
isomorphic to R &, - , as R,V-modules. Here det denotes the homomorphism 
GL( v) 3 u t-+ [determinant of a] E k*. 
LEMMA 2.3 (cf. [5, (3.3)]). The mapping 
s: Hom(G, k*) -+ H/e,(G) H @ ... @ Z/e,(G) H 
defined as 
x b (s,(G, x) mod e,(G) Z ,..., s,(G, x) mod e,(G) Z) 
is an epimorphiim (H denotes the ring of all integers). If G is generated by 
pseudo-reflections in GL(V), then s is an isomorphism. . 
COROLLARY 2.4. If G is generated by pseudo-reflections in GL( V), then, 
for the algebraic closure k, we have 
Hom(G, k*) = Hom(G, k*). 
Let fik) (1 < i & m) be the image of si(G, x) mod ei(G) h by a fixed 
embedding 
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Z/ei(G) Z G k” 
as groups (this is possible since G contains a pseudo-reflection of order 
e,(G)). Further 
f: Hom(G, k*) + GL,(k) 
denotes the homomorphism 
x H diag(f,01),..., S (x)) 
(diag(a, ,..., a,) means the matrix 
‘a, 
* . 
t-1 a, 
which is diagonal). 
Hereafter we assume that G is generated by pseudo-reflections in GL(V). 
LEMMA 2.5 (cf. [5, (3.7)]). There is an isomorphism 
cp: Gab + Hom(G, k*) 
of groups such that for any element o of CT 
fj(tp(u)) = det u if ui - uj 
(G) 
=l otherwise 
(l<i<r; l<j<m) 
where Gab is the commutator quotient of G. 
Using the isomorphism rp stated in (2.5) we define a homomorphism 
p: G + GL,(k) 
such that the diagram 
Hom(G, k*) 7 GL,(k) 
I w I P 
ab G - G 
can. 
is commutative. 
LEMMA 2.6 (e.g., [5, 71). Zf N is generated by pseudo-reflections in 
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GL( V), then for all x E Hom(N, k*), RT are graded free R”-modules of rank 
one (i.e., Ry = RN&(N)). 
For a graded algebra A = @i>OAi, A+ denotes the irrelevant ideal 
@,>, Ai of A. 
Let H be a normal subgroup of G such that G/H is abelian. By the 
character theory of abelian groups we know that H = nxE,, Ker x for a 
subgroup A of Hom(G, k*) (cf. (2.4)). We now obtain a graded RG- 
epimorphism 
4: R” 3~ I--+ (d,(r>),,,, E 0 $7 
XE .I 
where 
0,: R “+Rf;’ (XEA) 
are the Reynolds operators 
1 
Y t-b , G,H, J, x-‘ W) UWY). 
Then $ is an isomorphism because 
rankRG RH = l/ii 
= rank,+ @ R: 
XEA 
and RH is a torsion-free RG-module. Using this isomorphism, we can identify 
R”/Ry R” with @,,, kfx(G) mod RC, R” whose multiplication rule is defined 
by 
f,,(G) mod Ry R” .fx,(G) mod R: R” 
=f,,,,(G) mod R “, R H if si(G, XI j + Si(G, ~2) < e,(G) (1 <i(r) 
=o otherwise. 
Let S be an m-dimensional polynomial ring k[ T, ,..., T,,,] over k on which 
GL,(k) acts $ the natural way. For any element a = (a,,..., a,) E Nm, P is 
defined to be the monomial 
in S. Of course p(G) is a diagonal group and it follows from (2.3) that 
Sp(G) = k[ clcG),..., Fmm(G) 1. Moreover we have shown in [5, (3.11)] that the 
k-linear mapping 
#: R”/RG, R H ~ SD’“’ I + CJ~G’SP’H’ 
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defined by 
@(f,(G) mod RG, RH) = TS’G*X’ mod SP,‘G’Sp’H’ 
is an isomorphism of k-algebras. 
For sets A, B we denote by A\B the difference (X E A ) x @ B }. 
LEMMA 2.7. If J is minimal in the family { supp(G, x) lx E A\( 1 } } of sets, 
then any system of generators of R H/RT R H (as a k-algebra) which is 
contained in (f,(G) modR4RH\xEA} has a member f,(G)modRyR” 
with supp(G, wj = J. 
Proof Let I+Y be an element of A\{ 1 } such that J = supp(G, IJI) is minimal 
in(supp(G.~)/~E:~\(1}}andlet(f,i(G)modR~RH/1~i~~}beasystem 
of generators of RH/Ry RH. B y the minimality of J, supp(G, xi)\J is non- 
empty if supp(G,xi) #J. Thus we deduce that k[ (f,i(G) mod RT RH ) 
SuPP(G,Xi) f Jl] d oes not contain f,(G) mod Rt RH from the multiplication 
rule of RH/RT RH. This implies the statement of (2.7). 
LEMMA 2.8. There is a unique minimal system of generators of the k- 
algebra RHfRy RH contained in (f,(G) mod RT R” 1 ,y E A}. 
Proox Since @ is a k-algebra isomorphism, it suffices to show that there 
is a unique minimal system of generators of Sp’H)/S~G’Sp’H’ in 
{ Tb mod SyC’WH’ 1 b E Nm}. SP’H’ is an afftne semigroup ring and hence 
there exists a unique minimal system of generators of Sp’H) consisting of 
monomials, to which a system (q’,..., T(l,m} of parameters belongs. Clearly 
and so e,(G) (1 < i < m) are divisible by ai respectively. For any index 
1 < i < m with ai < ei(G), q” mod S yG’Sp’H’ is contained in any system of 
generators of SP’H’/SP:G’SP’H’ whose elements are reductions of monomials. 
Therefore the assertion follows from the uniqueness of a minimal system of 
generators of 
contained in 
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3. MINIMAL SYSTEM OF GENERATORS 
In this section we shall prove the following theorem in several steps. 
THEOREM 3.1. If RH is a complete intersection, then there is a subgroup 
ti of G generated by pseudo-reflections with I? 2 H such that a minimal 
system of generators of RI’ as a k-algebra can be extended to a minimal 
sjlstem of generators of the k-algebra RH. 
(3.2) We suppose that RH is a complete intersection. Let 
{Xi I 1 < i < u 1 
be a subset of /1 such that 
(f,i(G)modRyRH( l<i<u) 
is a minimal system of generators of RH/R: RH. By the theorem of 
Chevalley and Serre (cf. [ 1, 61) we know that RG is a polynomial ring, and 
so RF, RH is generated by an R”-regular sequence since RH is a Macaulay 
ring. Thus R H/R “, R H and Sp’H’/S~C’Sp’H’ are complete intersections. As 
SptH’ is also a complete intersection. 
(3.3) If i, # i, (1 < i,, i, < u), then suPP(G, Xi,) f supp(Gv Xi,)* 
Prooj For a fixed integer 1 < i, < u let J be the index set 
Ij I su~p(G, Xj) = suPP(G, Xi,) 1. 
We may suppose that 
supp(G, xi,) n ( I,..., m } = { l,..., v ). 
Then, by [7, (5,2)], k[ T, ,..., TL,lPCH) is a complete intersection. Because 
k[ T, ,..., Tt,]P(H’ is a Gorenstein ring, from (2.2) k[T,,..., r,]$ky!, is a graded 
free k[T, ,..., T;!]0(H) -module of rank one. By (2.1) 
qI-‘7y’ . . . q- 
is an invariant of p(H) relative to det - ‘. Here each a, is defined to be the 
ramification index of T,k[T ,,..., T,] over T,k[T ,,..., TV] n k[T ,,..., TL,JPCH) 
(cf. (5, (2.6)]). Obviously 
T, T, ... T, 
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is contained in k[ T, ,..., T,.]P,zy’ and hence 
is an invariant of p(H). On the other hand T”“+’ (j E J) belong to 
k[ T, ,..., TL>]“(“) (Sk[ yl,..., cl,]). This requires that s,(G, xj) 
(1 Q i < u;j E J) are divisible by a, in N. The homogeneous polynomial 
of R is an invariant of G relative to some linear character I,U. By (2.5) we 
have FE R” and so w belongs to A. As aj (<sj(G, xi,) ( e,(G) (1 <j < u), 
sj(Gv W) = ai if uj - 
(G) 
Vi for some 1 Q i < v 
=o otherwise. 
We put 
b = min 
I 
and define x; to be xj~-b for any j E J such that-there are at least two 
distinct intergers in 
I si(G’ xJ I ! l<i<u . ai 
Clearly 
{ l,..., m}nsupp(G,&)= i( 1 <i<uand 
I 
SAG, Xj) z b 
'i 
which is non-empty. Therefore allf,(G) mod R!f RH (j E J) belong to 
. 
k[LfdG) modR?R”\ 
U {f,(G) mod R: R” 1 x E A, sWP(G, X) F supP(Gv Xi,>\l.* 
From (2.8) this implies that #I= 1. We have just proved (3.3). 
(3.4) Let { g, ,..., g,) be a regular system of homogeneous 
parameters of RG. Putting fi =f,(G) (1 < i < U) we may assume that, for 
some 1 < u < n, ( g ,,..., g,, , ,..., f f,} is a minimal system of generators of R” 
as a k-algebra. If u = n, there is nothing to prove. So we assume that u < n. 
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(3.5) Exchanging the indices of g, (V < i < n) we may suppose that 
1&~+,~&+2~-*? g,,} are all elements gi (v < i < n) with 
deggi=min(deggj/v <j<n). 
Let Y be the set 
(d = (d, ,..., 4) E bJ” If? ...f~~ERG\klgl,...,gl~]~ 
and (F,,..., F,} the set 
VP * * -j-$1 (d, ,..., d,) E B with degfyl ...f$ = deg g,, , \. 
Because Fi (1 ,< i < t) are contained in RG = k[ g, ,..., g,], there are 
hi E k[ g, ,**a, g,,] (l<i<t)andatX(v’-v)matrix&)withpu,jEksuch 
that 
Putting ranktiij) = w, we may assume that bij) has the following form: 
Further, replacing gc+j + hj (1 <j < w) by gr+j, we may suppose that Fj = 
g,.+j(l,<j~w)andFjEk[g,,...,g,+,] (w<j<t). 
(3.6) We have ~1’ = ~1 + u’. 
Proof: Let i, be any index with v c i, < v’. Since {g, ,..., g,,, f, ,..., f,} is a 
system of generators of R”, we express giO as 
for some b,,,,; E k where c = (c , ,..., cI,) E N” and d = (d, ,..., d,) E N”. Each 
Cl 471 . . . pff;‘l . ..f$ 
is an invariant of G relative to a linear character which is a member of A. As 
we have already proved, there is a natural RG-isomorphism 
RHr @ R;. 
XE .z 
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Since giO E RG we can suppose that bCc,d, = 0 iff :I ... f $6? R’. Thus 
where h is an element of k[ g,...., g,.]. From the minimality of deg giO in 
{ deg gi / ~1 < i < n } we have 
gio = “ b,,,,,ff’ ... f “,’ + h 
di;;l. 
YZ \‘ z,F.+h I 
I<iL,r 
for some zi E k. Because Fi (~1 < i < t) are linear combinations of 
g,., ,‘-~gl.+,,‘. we see that k[ g,,..., g,,,] is a subalgebra of k[ g, . . . . . g,,+ ,,.I. 
This requires that u’ = LJ + ~7. 
(3.7) There exists an injection 
71,: (l..... L!’ - c) + (l,..., U} 
such that Fj = f 2,, j, (1 <j < ~1’ - tl) for some natural numbers aj. 
Proof. For a fixed index j, with 1 <j,, < t” - L’, let (x, ,..., xU) be an 
element of N” which satisfies 
Fj,=f;' . ..f.>. 
We need the following three lemmas: 
(3.7.1) Suppose yi (1 < i< U) are integers such that 0 <ri <Xxi, 
0 , . . . . . y,) # 0 and (y, ,..., y,) # (x,, . . . . xJ. If 
f? . ..f'."E R"x, 
then 
f@)=f;' . ..f.". 
Proof: If this is false, then 
f:" -.f’,U=gfz(G) 
for a graded element g E RC with deg g > 0. Since 
~j,=r$(G)f:'-" . ..f->-'uE R" 
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and deg g < deg g,,+ , , we see that 
f,(G)f-;‘-“I . . .f;u-‘i’ E R’\k[ g, ,..., g,]. 
Hence there is an element L’ <j, < n such that 
deg gj, < degf,(G)f.;l -?‘I . .. f .Lu-?‘~. 
This conflicts with the inequality 
degf,(G)f-;I-“’ . ..f.u-“u < min { deg gj 1 L’ < i ,< n } (=deg Fj,,). 
(3.7.2) If integers ,vi (1 <i<u) satisfy the conditions in (3.7.l), 
then 
x Yisj(G, xi) < ej(G) 
l<i<u 
and 
1 xisj(G, xi) E 0 mod ej(G) 
for all 1 <j < r. 
Proof: Let 2 be a character of G such that 
RF 3ffl .,.fl;u. 
Then, by (3.7.1), 
f:“ .-f;u=f,(G), 
which implies that 
‘- 
I,T<, 
Yisj(G, Xi) = s,j(G, X) < ej(G) 
Because Fj, is an invariant of G, we deduce 
x xisj(G, xi) = 0 mod ej(G) 
. I<i<n 
‘(3.7.3) Zf xi, - xi1 # 0, then supp(G.xi,) 
(1 a< r). 
(1 <j< r). 
ProoJ Assume that xi, . xi2 # 0 and supp(G, xi,) # supp(G, Xi,). We may 
suppose supp(G, ~~,)\supp(G, xi,) # 4 and choose an element j’ from this set. 
For 1 < i < u put - 
yi =xi, - 1 if i=i, 
= xi otherwise. 
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Then integers yi (1 Q i < u) satisfy the condition in (3.7.1). Since sj.(G, xi) < 
e,,(G), we deduce easily from (3.7.2) that 
K‘ 
I<T<U 
xjsj,(G, xi) = ej.(G) 
and 
x yisjt(G,,yi) = \‘ XiSj,(G, Xi) - sj,(G* Xi,> 
I$i<u l<>u 
= ejt(C) - sj.(G, Xi,) 
< ej,(G). 
Thus sj,(G,xi,) is positive, i.e., j’ E supp(G,~~,). This conflicts with the 
choice of J’, which shows (3.7.3). 
Now let us complete the proof of (3.7). Since R” is a complete inter- 
section, it follows from (3.3) and (3.7.3) that Fj, =f”,‘pCj,, for some ~,(j,,) > 1 
and for a natural number ai,. So we obtain a map 
7c,: (I,..., 1” - v} + (l,..., 24). 
The map rr, is clearly injective because the graded polynomial algebra 
kl g, ,...’ g,.,] is contained in k[ g ,,..., g,,f, ,,,, ,....fT,,p,m,,,]. 
(3.8) There are natural numbers ai (1 < i ,< n - v) and an injection 
71: { I. . . . . n - u) + ( l...., U) 
such thaf 
R” = k[ g, ,... ,gc,rf~;,,,...,f~nI,,, 1. 
Proof. If u < n we assume that (g,,., r,..., g,,,,} is the set of all gi 
(IT’ < i< n) with 
deggi=min(deggj\ u’ <j<n). 
Then, replacing k[g ,,... ,g,,] by k[g,, . . . . g,.,], we similarly show that there is 
an injection 
7c2: ( l)..., L”’ - v) + { 1 V.... u} 
whose restriction to ( l,..., ~1' - u) agrees with ~1 such that 
k[ g, . . . . . g,.r,fa,;,,!+: ,+,,,..., f”,:;,x,.,] = k[g,,...,g,>-I. 
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for some natural numbers aj. Therefore we may suppose that 
gr+j=f22tj) (v' - v <j < v" - v). 
If v” < n, we continue this procedure. Finally we obtain an injection 
Tt: { l,..., n - 0) -+ {I,..., u) 
as the map rri for a suffkiently large integer i. This proves (3.8). 
(3.9) From (3.8) we may assume that Ro is contained in R’ = 
k[ g, q..., g,., f, ,..., f,-,.] and hence there is a subgroup f7 of G such that 
Q(R’) = Q(R)‘. (Here Q(A) denotes the quotient field of an integral domain 
A.) Of course R” is integral over R’. Thus we have R” = R’ because R’ is 
integrally closed. From the theorem of Chevalley and Serre (cf. [ 1,6]) fi is 
generated by pseudo-reflections. The remainder of (3.1) is clear. Thus the 
proof of (3.1) is completed. 
4. THE MAIN RESULTS 
From Sections 2 and 3 we now obtain 
THEOREM 4.1. The following statements on H are equivalent: 
( 1) R H is a hypersurjkce. 
(2) There is a subgroup fi of G generated by pseudo-reflections such 
that H = Ker x, sj(xj < sj(xi), tf (i, [I? : H]) = 1, for some linear character x 
of I? and ej(B) = [H: H] ej(H) for all 1 <j < r with ej(H) # ej(fi). 
To prove this we need an easy lemma. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let N be a subgroup of G which contains H and suppose 
that lJi, G,, LJiz and Vi, is a reflecting hyperplane relative to H. Then Vi, is 
also a reflecting hyperplane relative to H and we have ei,(H) = e,,(H). 
Proof There is an element u in N such that o(L,,) = Liz. Let r be a 
generator of 4, n H and choose X from V to satisfy that (r - 1)X= Li,. 
Obviously we have (aru -’ - 1) u(X) = Liz. As H is normal in N, Ui, is also 
a reflecting hyperplane relative to H. The remainder of (4.2) is clear. 
Proof of (4.1). 
RH=Rfi@R;@ 
(2) * (I) Let d denote the index [a: H]. We see that 
. ..@R$. and R:=R’fJI?) (l,<i(d) (cf. (2.1)). It 
follows from Ker x = H that H n q = Ker (det’j’H*X’) n 4 n I?. If 
sj(B,x) > 0 (this condition is equivalent to eJ@ # e,(H)), we have 
] Ker(detSj’HqX’) n S;. n I?] = sj(f?, x) and hence sj(H, x) = ej(H) for 1 <j < r 
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with ej(H) # ej(@). On the other hand we have assumed that ej(@ = 
ej(H)[2: H] = dej(_H) and therefore &(I?) =f,(fi)‘. Then RH is a hyper- 
surface because RN is a polynomial ring (cf. [ 1, 61). 
(1) * (2) We may assume that RH is a singular hypersurface. From 
(3.1) there is a subgr-oup 2 of G generated by pseudo-reflections such that 
d r> H and RH = R H [ g] for a homogeneous polynomial g. g/H is abelian - 
and so 
H= n Kery/ 
w E .T 
for some subgroup /1’ of Hom(I?, k*) (cf. (2.4)). Since R” is a Gorenstein 
ring. by (2.1) and (2.2) we see Rye, ., 3fdet-,(H), and then 
is a relative invariant of d (cf. (4.2)). Let x’ be a linear character of ki such 
that Rf, 3fdetmI(H). We have Rf, = R’&(i?) because r? is generated by 
pseudo-reflections. The restriction of x’ to H coincides with 
det-‘: H+ k*. 
This implies that &,(I?) =fdet-,(H) (notice that Rfe,.., = RHfdet-,(H)). 
Putting x =x’ . det we get )i’ 3 x and 
si(fi, X) = e,(H) if e,(H) < ei(@ 
= 0 otherwise. 
Since RH is not regular, 
SUPP(~, X) = {i I e,(H) < ei(@ I 
is non-empty. On the other hand, as RH = R’[ g] and R” =-.Grc,~ R:, there 
is a linear character 8 in 2 such that R” = R”[fe(@]. Thus we have 
supp(l?, IJI) & supp(G, 8) for all w E 2. But, according to (2.7); supp(@, 0) is 
minimal in (supp(fi, v/ ] v/ E z\{ 1) 1, which implies supp(l?, IJ) = supp(fi, 0) 
for v/ E X\{ 1 ). Clearly 
and 
si(p, f?) = 0 mod e,(H) (1 <i<r) 
supp(R, 8) = (i ] e,(H) < e,(R)). 
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Putting 
b = min \ si(‘y e, 
I e,(H) 
i E supp(Z?, ~9) , 
i 
we have 19 = xb because supp(g, 8 ’ x mb) is a proper subset of supp(Z?, 0). It 
follows from RH[fe(fi)] 3f,(Z$ that b = 1. We deduce similarly that any li/ 
in A\{ 1 } is a power of x and so 
H = n KerW =Kerx. 
( ec.T 1 
From this the order of x is equal to the index [fi: H] and hence 
si(B, x)[p: H] E e,(H)[fi: H] mod ei(@) 
= 0 mod e,(d). 
Since supp(p, x) = supp(I?, xj) (1 <j < [I?: HI), we must have 
ei(Z?) = e,(H)[B: H] 
for 1 ,< i < r with ei(H) # ei(l?). Thus the proof of (4.1) is completed. 
COROLLARY 4.3. If H does not contain a pseudo-reflection, then the 
folIohying statements on H are equivalent: 
( 1) RH is a hypersur’face. 
(2) There is a subgroup @ of G generated by pseudo-reflections such 
that H = f7 n SL( V) and the orders of pseudo-reflections in l? are equal to 
the index [a: H]. 
Proof The implication (2) * (1) follows from (2) + (1) of (4.1). So we 
assume that RH is a hypersurface. Then, by (4. l), there is a subgroup H of G 
generated by pseudo-reflections such that H = Ker x for some linear 
character x of r? and the orders of pseudo-reflections in d are equal to 
[a: H]. Since H does not contain a pseudo-reflection, we have si(!?.x) = 1 
for 1 < i < r with e,(B) > 1. On the other hand 
si(l?, det) = 1 if ei(fi) > 1 
=o otherwise. 
Because I? is generated by pseudo-reflections, we deduce from (2.3) that 
det = ,y. Thus f? n SL( V) = H. 
Remark 4.4. Some results in Section 1 can be obtained as special cases 
of (4.1) and (4.3). 
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(4.4.1) Suppose that k = ii‘ and n (=dim V) = 2. Then, for any finite 
subgroup N of SL( V), there exists a finite subgroup # of GL(V) generated 
by pseudo-reflections such that sn SL( V) = N. Further, we may assume 
that orders of pseudo-rejlections in p are equal each other. Therefore it 
follo~~s from (4.3) that R’ is alwaj~s a hypersurface. 
(4.4.2) Let N be afinite abelian subgroup of GL( V). Assume that k is 
algebraicallJ1 closed and (I N1.p) = 1 ifp > 0. Then we have a finite abelian 
subgroup N of GL( V) containing N such that R” is a polynomial ring and a 
regular system of homogeneous parameters of R,’ can be extended to a 
minimal sjtstem of generators of R5. Clearly (I$(, p) = 1 lyp > 0 and so we 
can appl), (3.1) to H = N. 
(4.4.3) If [G: H] is a prime number and H = G n SL( V). condition 
(2) of (4.3) is satisfied. Thus RI’ is a hypersurface. 
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